INDIVIDUAL TUITION

We offer Individual English language lessons for personal and/or professional objectives. As each student has their own requirements and goals, we will discuss these with you and tailor an English language program to suit your personal needs. This will take into account the time you have, your level and your learning style.

Individual lessons can be booked to prepare for an exam or entry into a university, to prepare for a business trip or event (conferences, workshops...), or to gain more fluency in the everyday use of the language for work or pleasure.

Minimum Length of Program
• 1 week
• 2 lessons minimum per week for students also taking a group course
• 6 lessons minimum per week as a standalone individual course

Minimum Level Required
• Beginner

Start Dates
• Any day

Lesson Length
• 45 min

Class Times
• Flexible, depending on your availability and teacher availability

Course Materials
• Included in the course fees

Age Range
• 18 +

Maximum Class Size
• 1